Abstract-The energy market is changing as it is undergoing unbundling, accommodating renewable sources in the grid and allowing for micro-production to be part of the smart grid. Such changes will have a major impact on the underlying transport and distribution infrastructures. These have been traditionally hierarchical, unidirectional and capillary, though the new smart grid scenario calls for an infrastructure that has higher connectivity, that is bidirectional and naturally complex. In this paper, we look at ways of modeling the distribution grid as a complex network taking into account all voltage levels, that is, including the last mile of the grid reaching the end user. We provide and argue for design principles for such smart grid models and present results that call for a denser Medium and Low Voltage power grid. The design principles come from an analysis of an existing grid portion and consider its evolution into a smart grid.
I. INTRODUCTION
The power grid is one of the great engineering achievements of the XIX-XX century, being one of the most important infrastructures that contributes to the economic welfare and growth of any country. The design has followed a hierarchical fashion with large generating facilities on top, and an almost ubiquitous network of cables to distribute the energy to the geographically dislocated end users. Traditionally, it has been designed and realized to be managed by a monopolist or an oligarchy of actors.
Something is though changing both in the way energy is produced and distributed due to the combined effects of technological advancements and introduction of new policies. In the last three decades a clear trend has invested the energy sector that of unbundling. Unbundling is the process of dismantling monopolistic and oligarchic system, by allowing a greater number of partners to operate in a certain role of the energy sector and market, especially players with the possibility to produce, sell and distribute energy. The final goal of unbundling is that of reducing costs for the end users and providing better services through competition (e.g., [1] ). From the technological perspective, new energy generation equipment (mainly based on renewable sources) are becoming more and more accessible, and they are becoming increasingly convenient and available at both the industrial and the residential scale [2] , [3] . In this coming scenario the main role of the High Voltage grid may change, while the distribution grid (i.e., Medium Voltage and Low Voltage end of the power grid) becomes more and more important, although requiring a major update. In fact, the energy interactions between end users will increase and most likely occur at local level, therefore involving the Low and Medium Voltage Grids. The main actors of this new paradigm are the end users with production and consumption capabilities, known as prosumers.
With such a scenario rapidly evolving and with prosumers incrementing in number, the distribution grid will behave differently. Thus it is necessary to have new modeling and simulation tools, which in turn will translate in new design tools. In order to have a model for the future power grid we perform an analysis of the actual lower layers of the power grid and propose design principles to be used when modeling and designing distribution grids optimized for local energy exchange and assess the benefits of such design. To achieve this objective we exploit the tools and principles of Complex Network Analysis (CNA) [4] that enable to consider the global statistics of power grid graphs. To be concrete in our proposal, we use the Medium and Low Voltage networks of the Northern Netherlands to report on the current state of the lower layers of the power grid and ground the proposed modeling principles on our initial analysis [5] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the motivations for comparing the energy network with other infrastructures that faced similar evolutions in the past. Section III describes the data set used together with some essential definitions to understand the proposal. The metrics and modeling principles to realize energy distribution infrastructures more prone to local energy exchange are given in Section IV. A discussion of the proposal with an evaluation of potential benefits is presented in Section V; while concluding remarks are addressed in Section VI.
II. THE LAST MILE PROBLEM
On top of the unbundling process of the electricity distribution sector, that is still ongoing, new scenarios are emerging. This is tied to the incorporation of renewables in the power grid architecture. Such renewables appear both at the medium/large scale, but also at the micro-scale, that is at the residential level [3] . The smart grid also calls for energy neutral neighborhood or villages where delocalized energy trading will be possible. Such scenario implies small scale point to point energy exchange where a micro-producer may sell energy in excess to his/her neighbors. Such evolution brings us to the main question of the paper: is the current distribution infrastructure ready for a decentralized generation/distribution? Especially the Medium and Low Voltage sections of the grid, can they support and tolerate such model?
Interestingly, there are strong parallels with similar infrastructural challenges faced by the Internet in the near past. The "last mile" problem was a very debated topic in the late 90s and the early days of 2000 about how to provide the residential end users with the appropriate amount of bandwidth to enjoy new contents available on the Internet. The related issues of the topic ranged from the pure technical, technological and infrastructural problems [6] to the more political aspects related to the ownership of the physical media reaching the customer, to the business and marketing related aspects [7] . Similarly to the problem of having peripheral nodes of the Internet being hungry for bandwidth, in the future smart grid residential users may be hungry for energy distribution capacity. Such capacity will be needed to sell and buy according to their energy need in a totally unbundled and open market. If this is the case, as we postulate, what is then the model of that infrastructure? Will it be a more connected and dense network? Will it take shapes similar to those of the current Internet? How should we design it?
To answer these questions, we consider tools from the area of Complex Network Analysis to be the appropriate ones to model the current and simulate the future power grid. These tools provide a global view of a complex system and its statistical properties. These have been used in the past to answer questions of reliability of the backbone infrastructure of the power grid (the High Voltage) but can now turn useful to understand the amenability to total unbundling of a power grid. So far few studies have applied CNA techniques in the smart grid framework [5] , [8] .
III. CNA AS A TOOL Complex Network Analysis falls in a branch of graph theory taking its root in the early studies of Erdős and Rényi [9] on random graphs and considering statistical structural properties of very large graphs. We make two important assumptions that distinguish our proposal from previous power grid investigations with CNA tools: (i) the Medium and Low Voltage are interesting for the future grid; (ii) it is necessary to consider weights for the electrical links. First, we adapt the basic CNA definitions to the modeling of the power grid with weights. An important statistical characteristic of large complex graphs is the effort it takes on average to go from any given node to another one. This quantity can be analytically computed through the weighted characteristic path length. A measure of the average 'local density' of the graph is given by the clustering coefficient, characterizing the extent to which vertexes adjacent (i.e., connected by an edge) to any vertex v, known as the neighborhood of v (Γ v ), are adjacent to each other.
Definition 1 (Weighted power grid graph).
where |E(Γ v )| is the number of edges in the neighborhood of v and kv 2 is the total number of possible edges in Γ v . This local property of a node can be extended to an entire graph by averaging over all nodes of the graph.
To make the study more concrete, we consider the data of the Medium and Low Voltage power grid of (Northern) Netherlands, courtesy of Enexis B.V. The Low Voltage samples sum up to a total of 663 nodes and a 683 edges; while the Medium Voltage samples sum up to 4185 nodes and a 4574 edges. The size of the data set, though being composed by multiple samples, is about the same or even larger than those used in other available studies on the (High Voltage) power grid [10] , [11] , [12] . In Table I , we report the basic analysis on the data modeled as a weighted graph. Referring to the table, the first column is the ID of the Low Voltage sample, the second and third represent the number of vertexes N (order) and edges M (size), respectively. The weighted characteristic path length (WCPL) and the average weight of the edges belonging to the sample are considered in the fourth and fifth column. Columns from sixth to tenth represent the same properties for Medium Voltage samples. For a complete overview of the data set we refer to [5] . Due to the relative short length of the Low Voltage networks cables, the WCPLs for this segment of the network are small, as well as the average weight of each edge (almost all of them are below the unit). The situation is different for the Medium Voltage networks that have higher WCPL since the cables and thus paths span across wider geographical areas. The discrepancy can be explained by the different purpose for which these networks are designed: a bridge network from High Voltage transmission lines and end user distribution (Medium Voltage network) and the final end delivery (Low Voltage network). In fact, both the WCPL and the edge average weight for Medium Voltage samples are approximately two orders of magnitude greater than the Low Voltage ones. This is indeed due to the extension of Medium Voltage cables that range from hundred meters to kilometers, while Low Voltage cables extend usually around tens of meters.
IV. MODELING AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES Based on our previous analysis of the Medium and Low Voltage networks [5] and the evolution scenario of the smart grid [13] , we can draw design principles for how the future grid should be modelled and look like if it is to support decentralized energy trading. The parameters that we consider do not deal with the low level operating parameters of the infrastructure (e.g., phase angle), but they rather involve the global statistical measures captured by CNA.
The clustering coefficient gives a measure of how tight the bounds between the neighbors of a given node are (see Definition 3) thus how locally the communication (or energy transfer) is facilitated by the topology of the network. The weighted characteristic path length, on the other hand, provides an indication of the average transport effort between two nodes. By combining these two values averaged for the whole graph we obtain an overall measure of how easy it is to transport energy between any two nodes in a local energy exchange panorama: Table II shows the values of the DistAdq N metric for the samples belonging to both Medium and Low Voltage networks. One notices that for many samples of the Low Voltage network the value is infinite. This is a sign of a highly hierarchical network in which there are no redundant paths between nodes of the same neighborhood. The situation is in general different for the Medium Voltage whose samples have a significant clustering coefficient. In particular, the biggest samples analyzed (sample #2 with more than a thousand links) ranks third among the Medium Voltage samples thus being one of the most adequate for the prosumer-based energy exchange compared to the others. Thus, we induce the following design principle.
Design Principle 1:
The grid must have finite and small DistAdq N .
Betweenness describes the importance of a node with respect to minimal paths in the graph. For a given node, betweenness, sometimes also referred as load, is defined as the number of shortest paths that traverse that node.
Definition 4 (Betweenness). The betweenness of vertex v ∈ V is the number of shortest paths between any two vertexes in graph
where σ st (v) is the number of shortest paths from node s to node t traversing v.
Betweenness is very important to identify critical components of the power grid network [14] , [11] . In fact, the removal of nodes with the highest betweenness can lead to critical effects on the whole network connectivity [15] . It is also important for the future grid scenario. The data in Table III shows values of average betweenness that rise with the order of the network. Potentially, this is not a problem if the betweenness is evenly distributed and there are many nodes that have the high values. The high value of the standard deviation (third and seventh column in Table III) shows that the number of paths involved varies widely, therefore having nodes being more "critical" than others. To have a general understanding of the criticality of nodes in the network the fourth and eighth columns of Table III provide an important indicator. They represent the ratio between the average betweenness and the order of the graph.
For the future grid, unlike what happens for the High Voltage network (e.g., [14] , [11] ), it is important to have betweenness values with small variance for all the nodes and a low value of average betweenness normalized by the order of the graph. The design principle becomes then the following one.
Design Principle 2: The grid must have a small betweenness standard deviation and small ratio average betweenness/graph order.
Small-world networks (SW), proposed by Watts and Strogatz in [10] , own two important aspects at the same time: characteristic path length close in value to the one of a random graph (RG) (CP L SW ≈ CP L RG ), but a much higher clustering coefficient (CC SW CC RG ). Small-worlds are a better model than random graphs to model social networks and other phenomena and thus a candidate for modeling the power grid too. We investigate this property for Northern Netherlands Medium and Low Voltage network samples. To make the comparison genuine, random graphs are generated with the same number of nodes and edges as the real samples, imposing the resulting graphs not to have disconnected components. The values are presented on columns four-five (Low Voltage samples) and nine-ten (Medium Voltage samples) of Table IV . We note how the CPL (for this type of analysis the graph must be considered unweighted) of the grid samples is on average twice as big as the random generated samples, thus comparable to the definition of small-world graph according to [10] . The clustering coefficient of the grid samples is almost always smaller than the result obtained for the random generated samples; this completely contradicts the definition of small-world graph according to [10] . Watts and Strogatz [10] impose the following condition to the graphs they study:
where N is the number of nodes, k is the number of edges per node. Such a condition is not satisfied by the Northern Netherlands samples and generally it is not satisfied by power grid networks as pointed out by Wang et al. in [8] . Interestingly, the same condition is also not satisfied by the Western States High Voltage power grid Watts and Strogatz use in [10] and Watts analyzes in [16] , while the results for CC and CPL satisfy the conditions for a small-world network. Another study (i.e., [17] ) considering the European High Voltage power grid shows that the smallworld phenomenon is not shown by all the considered Grids, since especially the smaller (in terms of order and size) Grids fail to satisfy the CC condition.
In a future grid in which energy exchange is primarily performed inside and between neighborhoods is important to have a low CPL and a CC that is higher than a random graph (with same order and size). Therefore to have an efficient local distribution we consider a third principle:
Design Principle 3:
The grid must be a small-world graph.
V. DISCUSSION
The design principles just defined look at the evolution of the power grid into an "autonomous system" or "Internet of Energy" (as sometimes the smart grid is referred to) rather than one with a central design and operator. This is similar to what has happened more than a decade ago for the Internet. In fact, we agree on the vision for the future energy grid more similar to the Internet with its self organizing behavior, rather than the strictly hierarchical system that it is nowadays [?], [2] , [3] . To compare the evolution that we forecast for the power grid, it is useful to take a closer look at the Internet with the lenses of CNA between the late 90s and early 2000s (e.g., [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] ).
The Internet at Autonomous System (AS) level (i.e., considering the Internet network by its subnetworks managed by different administrative authorities) is characterized by a general consensus in the scientific literature to be characterized by a probability distribution for the node degree that follows a power-law (i.e., P (k) = αk −γ ) [18] . Power-law distributions are very common in many real life networks both created by natural processes (e.g., food-webs, protein interactions) and by artificial ones (e.g., airline travel routes, computer chip wiring, telephone call graphs), [4] . Broadly speaking it means that nodes with high degree have a small, but still particularly significant probability to exist.
Vázquez et al. in [19] study the evolution of the Internet AS between 1997 and 1999. The interesting result is the quasistatic evolution of the properties characterizing the network in the various years despite an almost doubling in network order and size. It is nonetheless interesting to note a small increase in both average node degree (from 3.5 to 3.8) and clustering coefficient (from 0.18 to 0.24) while a shrink in the path length (from 3.8 to 3.7). This general tendency of shrink in the network diameter is highlighted by Leskovec et al. in [21] , [22] . The authors find that the average path length (about 3.7 and 3.8) is the same as the average path length found by Vázquez [19] in a comparable period (December 1999 and January 2000 respectively) although the data set analyzed in [22] is bigger especially in terms of links (more than double compared to the study in [19] ). This is quite reasonable if you think that with economical and geographical constraints it is easier to realize local connections (i.e. towards neighbors' nodes) rather than adding more long distance connections.
Network betweenness is another parameter considered. Vázquez [19] shows how the average betweenness of the samples analyzed is quite small, between 2.2 and 2.4 times the order of the graph, compared to the maximum attainable values for this metric which grows with the square of the number of nodes. Although the betweenness probability distribution has a power-law trend (i.e., an hint to the presence in the Internet AS of some hierarchy) on average the betweenness is quite small around two or three times the order of the graph, this entails to a general even proportion of "load" among nodes.
From these results one can see that the Internet AS has shown a general evolution and shrinking in its topology while more and more "last mile" users have joined to make use of its information contents. We envision a similar overall tendency for the distribution grid of the future.
To evaluate the principles expressed in Section IV we refer to a set of metric that we proposed in [5] and that we have applied to synthetic network growth in [13] . These metrics establish a relationship between topological aspects of the power grid and the costs in electricity distribution. In particular, in [5] two fundamental aspects are considered which influence the energy distribution costs: losses (defined as α metric) and network reliability/capacity aspects (defined as β metric) which are combined together to assess the performance of the Northern Netherlands Medium and Low Voltage samples. Here we resort to those same metrics and compare networks generated according to the principles just exposed (Section IV) to evaluate the benefits they bring in reducing the electricity distribution costs, compared to the current Medium and Low Voltage networks. We have categorized the samples to be used for the smart grid Medium and Low Voltage network based on the order of the networks: Small, Medium and Large, see Table V . The other parameter that we impose is the average node degree k ≈ 4 which is the smallest value that guarantees the satisfaction of the design principles proposed and does not imply a flooding of edges in the network that in a power grid corresponds to cables to be laid. The synthetic networks that we generate satisfy the three principles mentioned (cf. Table VI ). In fact, the networks are generated according the small-world model described in [10] , [16] (here we have considered a rewiring probability p = 0.4), they have a finite and small DistAdq and limited betweenness as shown in Table VI . Another essential aspect to be remarked is that the metrics proposed in [5] require weighted graphs with weight representing the physical properties of the cables (i.e., resistance and supported current). In order to have these parameters for the synthetic samples generated, we have realized a statistical analysis of the samples to extract the statistical distributions of the types of cables and lengths used on real samples [13] . Therefore we can apply these results to the synthetic networks generated. Figure 1 represents a comparison between the real samples and the synthetic generated networks, for the Medium Voltage networks. One notices that the networks generated satisfying the design principles score always better than the real samples for the α and β metrics. As described in [5] , α and β are the aspects of topology that directly influence the cost of electricity distribution, therefore a reduction in the metrics should bring to a reduction of the costs for electricity for the end user. We consider a quadratic relationship between α and β and their influence on electricity distribution price (f (α, β)). On average the benefit related to the α metric between the generated sample and the physical one is about 50% while it is about 30% for β metric. However, one aspect that must not be underestimated is the added connectivity that the synthetic networks have: usually the Northern Netherlands samples have an average of about k ≈ 2, while the smallworld networks generated have values around k ≈ 4 which implies a double number of cables. This additional investment cost in the infrastructure must be taken into account and these costs need to be considered in a proper amortization plan for such a long lasting infrastructure, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
VI. CONCLUSION
There are many signs of the ongoing evolution of the power grid. The most extreme vision of a completely free infrastructure where anybody can trade energy implies that the underlying topology will be affected too. We propose to use Complex Network Analysis and Design as a tool for managing such a future grid. This tool has been used in the past, in its unweighted form, to analyze the resilience of the High Voltage backbones. Here, we propose to use a more refined form for the lower layers of the power grid, to address a possible future "last mile" problem. Based on the analysis provided here and the results of [5] , [13] , we have defined three measures and design principles that have to be satisfied when designing the future power grid.
Naturally, the approach proposed here does not want to substitute the traditional approaches used by power engineers in designing and realizing power distribution systems [23] that have indeed proven to be successful given the general reliability of electric systems in the developed countries. The methods here proposed want to give additional metrics to analyze and then help to design and simulate accordingly a distribution infrastructure that is ready for distributed end user energy exchange. Using graph theory in the design of distribution systems is not completely new, several studies have incorporated graph theory elements in operation research techniques for grid planning [24] , but never as we do using graph theory combined with global statistical measures.
We envision a future for the distribution grid that might face the same type of evolution the Internet network has faced from the early stages to a much more massive spreading to people. In that scenario people were more "hungry" for information and services provided by the new network. In a smart grid enabled scenario people might be "hungry" of more energy exchanges that take place at local scale and hardly or not at all involve the transmission grid (i.e., High Voltage network). We envision a Medium and Low Voltage grid more dense locally with higher clustering parameters and smaller values for weighted paths connecting the nodes. At the same time the network should have a more equal hierarchy in network betweenness that can reduce average betweenness in relation to the number of nodes. To achieve this goal we have presented useful metrics for distribution companies to assess current Grids and optimize them for future distributed energy generation and exchange. We have shown how these principles are beneficial in reducing costs of electricity distribution related to topology. We have proven the goodness of these principles by generating synthetic networks that comply to the presented design principles and enable a reduction in the parameters influencing electricity distribution costs.
We stress once again that we do not claim the principles here presented are "the only rules" to be followed by the power engineers in designing the Medium and Low Voltage power system of the future. We consider this work and the design principles described more in the scope of high level planning of distribution infrastructures. Distribution companies and policy makers can therefore evaluate how topology of the grid can influence the price of local electricity distribution and how this can be mitigated by topologies that satisfy certain properties. Our study will continue towards the simulation of the evolution of the current grid into topologies that are optimized for distributed energy exchange for the smart grid following the design principles here presented.
